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I hope I’m not being premature when I say, it looks like there is a light at the end of the tunnel, and,
more importantly it doesn’t appear to be an oncoming train! Practices seem to have responded brilliantly to
the pandemic , both in terms of business agility in an ever shifting landscape, and the way they have helped
each other via shared information, resources and moral support. All this done in spite of a significant drop in
bookings and frequent changes to the rules.
It can’t go on forever though, and the cracks were beginning to show, with rumours of doctors seen
panic-buying brie, and similar calamities. And whoever it was that said “one man cannot change the world”
obviously hadn’t eaten an under-cooked bat in Wuhan!
On page 2 I’ve provided some further information on the PHT/THS ereferral project. In my limited
testing so far, it looks pretty good. I really hope that GPs take to this in such numbers that more widespread
implementation becomes a fait accompli. (thanks google spellcheck!). Seriously though, a couple of minor
wrinkles aside, the referral looks good, and I’m told makes for a far better and safer document receipt system
at the hospital end. Hopefully when/if GPs visit the Healthlink Smartforms section of their clinical software
they will also be reminded of the existence of the MyAgedCare electronic referral form which became
available late last year.
While I am on the subject a private specialist referral option using the same technology and an almost
identical referral template was also released late last year and was covered on page 4 of my December newsletter. It’s hard to know how well it is working because I think GPs have barely touched it. It’s great that GPs
are increasingly comfortable with word processing referrals done and transmitted via healthlink, but now we
are seeing a raft of next-generation options. Don’t make me beg!
I have been increasingly excited about the prospect of electronic scripts becoming a reality, (because
essentially I have no life!), so initially I was perturbed to see that it wasn’t allowable in Tasmania, but in the
course of only a couple of weeks, that situation seemed to change. Recent webinars on the subject held by BP
indicated that it was only Queensland and South Australia that will have to wait a little longer. So escripts will
be available to BP users in June. What I would really like to know now is, how many pharmacies are fully
compatible and able to accept these tokens. Look for a bit of a summary of the escripts process in next months
newsletter.
Practices have been wanting to have better solutions with regard to Pathology and Imaging
requests when Doctors work remotely, and some local providers have come to the party (this is the only party
they're allowed to come to!) So I-MED (Regional Imaging) have provided a web form you can complete online
here, or a basic request template you can install into your clinical software here. The template was also
emailed around by the local rep. The good thing is, the rules are a little relaxed and they don’t have to be
physically signed.
This is great as producing something electronically, printing it and scanning it back to the system is one
of my least favourite things in the world! So all practices should ensure they have the handy “print to pdf”
option installed, then it’s just a matter of saving the pdf and attaching it to an email. If you haven’t got a pdf
printer, but are happy to use the new template, just save or export it to your desktop and attach it to an email.
Or you may decide to setup an email account in your clinical software, (Page 4-6)
Similarly Hobart/Launceston/NW Pathology have also indicated that their requests do not need to be
physically signed. They do ask practices though to ensure that only one copy of the request form is sent
through to them. More good news from this organisation is that they are progressively on-boarding practices
with the facility that pathology results will now be uploaded by the lab to the patient’s My Health Record,
(MyHR) unless requested not to. Typically this would happen 7 days after the result has been sent to the GP,
but I think the provider in question intends to meet with practices and confirm the process.

Continuing the evolutionary theme of this page, it was good to see that last week BreastScreen
West Australia have commenced uploading mammogram results to the MyHR. Additionally it was revealed
that nationally 95% of public pathology labs are uploading their results. The amount of clinical content
being made available through the MyHR is increasing all the time.
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eReferral

As I mentioned briefly in the last edition, the pilot program for electronic referral into 3 THS hospital
clinics has been expanded to let all practices participate. I imagine most people now know how to access the
Healthlink Smartforms available for this in either BP or MD. If people don’t know, there are instructions
available at the Primary Health Tasmania project site here.
In this article, I thought I’d mention some of the nuances of the referral forms, in order to answer
some questions that may be around. If you want a full demonstration you can contact the project team here,
or my customers can also arrange a session with me.

Once the form loads, it consists of 6 main sections, accessed by clicking on them at the left of the
page. I haven’t shown the actual sections below as they are pretty self-explanatory, using input and selection
boxes. What I have done, is make a couple of notes on each section that should help doctors better understand how it works.
Note the action buttons at the far right of the page. The Submit button sends the referral electronically via
Healthlink. The finished document can be Previewed (only when all essential information is completed) There
is also a Park button, but note that the form will only auto-populate from the clinical record at the beginning,
it will not refresh this information after being parked and re-opened.

The basic information page contains:
A link to Estimated Clinic Waiting times
Links to specific Tas Health Pathways and THS clinics referral information
A button to import your consult notes
This section allows the GP to select and attach pretty much any type of
document from the clinical record that has been created or received in the last 6
months. Additionally, use this button to search and select documents that are
more than 6 months old.
The Current Medications section here auto-populates with Long Term
medications that have been scripted in the last 6 months.
The Past Relevant Medications section provides a button for browsing the
clinical record for other or short term medications

The Current Medical Conditions box auto-populates non-confidential items from
the Active Past Medical History.
The Relevant Past history box auto-populates non-confidential items from the
Inactive Past Medical History

The last 2 sections contain patient demographics and contact details and the
standard provider contact details. Note the little red triangle that signifies
missing mandatory information. These fields will need to be completed in order
to send the referral or preview the document.
What’s Good Plenty, PDF quality document sent securely. Ability to
attach pretty much anything bar a DNA sample. Direct links in document to Tas
Health Pathways and THS clinics information.
What Needs Fixing Medical History auto-population doesn’t pick up
the date the condition occurred/or was noted. First page in BP version at least
populates latest BP/Height?Weight but does not show the date.
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COVIDSafe

The mobile phone app that is designed to help with tracing people who have interacted with an
infected person, has been around for a few weeks now. It’s attracted the usual criticisms from the usual
suspects, so, I thought I’d have a go at a dot-point summary.
 When you install the app, it asks you for your mobile number, a name, post code and age-range.
 Providing this registers you on a data server and creates a personal encrypted id on your phone.
 When you come into contact with another app user, it records their encrypted ID, date, time and
duration of contact and Bluetooth signal strength.
 It records Bluetooth signal strength in order to estimate physical proximity.
 Data is stored on your phone, but you cannot access it.
 Data that is more than 21 days old is automatically deleted (ref COVID incubation times)
 If you become infected, a health official will ask you to upload your contact data.
 If you agree, they will give you a pin to enable you to upload contact data to a secure server.
 State health officials will sort your data, deleting any interactions that were less than 15 min.
 They will contact the people you had prolonged, close contact with.
 If you uninstall the app, any data on your phone will be deleted.
 The app only collects the data mentioned above. It does not collect or monitor your location.
 The android version will ask for location permissions, only because any android app that
requires bluetooth does this.
 The app will not run on phones with older operating systems. By my calculation, this affects a
slowly decreasing 4.1% of mobile phone users.
 The app will not work as intended on every occasion.
 The app will potentially work well on lots of occasions.
 The app works better if it is installed on your phone !!!
The last point is a little silly, but I’m just commenting that refusing to install the app because you have
heard of a scenario where it won’t work is pretty flawed thinking in my estimation. Ordinarily I would include
links here to the recently passed legislation and policy enshrining privacy protection and preventing
unauthorised access by federal law enforcement or agencies like the CIA etc. (Because Amazon web servers
are covered by U.S law don’t ya know!) But, slow learner that I am, I realise that people who have these
type of concerns have zero interest in being informed any differently. Information to the contrary is too
much of a threat to their world view.
It does amaze me that people who happily splash their personal information around social media and
give up their contact details and preferences to all sorts of organisations who’s only concern is generating a
profit, get toey when their elected government asks them to participate in something trivial like a public
health issue.
On a related note, since it’s release in 2016 Pokemon GO has been downloaded over 13 million times
on android devices in Australia. And it does record your location and movements!! Apparently people will
give up their privacy to hunt Squirtles and Blastoise, but not so much to help fight a health crisis.
I actually think/hope that in the end the app will be pretty pointless because hopefully there will not
be a second wave, and any further cases will be so small in number that nobody will have contact with an
infected person. If that happens, then until it is deleted, a lot of people will have an app on their phone that
is doing nothing particularly useful. Like that’s never happened before!
One more thing….. this is a Squirtle
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As mentioned on the front page, with some GPs working remotely from the patient, we are exploring
in what ways we can send things electronically. Some of the rules around what we can email have been
relaxed a bit in the current climate, and whilst there are fit-for-purpose secure messaging tools that we
should absolutely use for clinician to clinician documents, practice to patient letters are possibly another
matter.
The standards have always told us that we shouldn’t use unencrypted email when communicating
with patients. However, easy, secure encrypted emails to patients is not really a choice at present. A strategy
that involves informing the patient of the risks (giving them the choice), documenting their consent to the
method and sending low importance documents via normal email to them, seems to me to represent pretty
sensible balancing of risk and return.
Having said that, these articles are not advocating the method, merely showing how to go about it.

BP

Setup - You can set the email account(s) up under Setup..Configuration..Email from the front
screen in BP. The email account you provide access to cannot be a webmail type account, and you may also
decide that you only want to send emails rather than receive them. If this is the case, then you only need to
complete the settings in the bottom section.

You will need to know your email account settings. If you are setting up for incoming as well, I would
strongly suggest a unique account that is only accessed via BP. I imagine the ability to send is what practices
are mostly interested in. Note also that you can setup one practice address for the use of everybody, or
have individual email addresses per user. If it just a practice email address, then you have to give appropriate
users the permission in their setup details. You should also ensure that the configured email address is
reflected in their User Setup details. Full setup information linked here.
As I mentioned, outgoing email is probably the goal here, but if you have configured for incoming, the
email can be viewed under View..Incoming Email or View..Practice Email from the main screen in BP.

It’s best to think of this screen in the same way that administratively you think of Incoming
Reports..Unallocated Items. You can allocate the email to a practitioner and the appropriate patient.
Under the File menu, you can opt to save the email in a patient’s Correspondence In, or direct it to
the allocated GP’s In-Box.
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BP

Emailing continued..
Sending Now we are set up, we can email documents from the Correspondence Out section of
the patient record. Simply complete the document as normal and then click the icon as depicted below.

Tick the Use patient e-mail box to populate the email address from the patient record, else you can
complete it manually. Whilst there are browse buttons to select email addresses from your BP Contacts, I
haven’t spent the last few years busting my proverbial encouraging secure Healthlink correspondence, to
start even hinting that you can email stuff instead. Having said that, if you have imported the I-MED request
template and put their email address in their contacts, then this would be reasonable behaviour. For those
that care, whilst I-MED actually use Healthlink to send to practices, their clinical software cannot receive
documents in the same way.
So there you have it, a quite reasonable way to send at least low importance documents to patients. I
should also mention that an appropriate entry is automatically inserted into the encounter notes.

MD

Hopefully you will have read the introduction to this topic at the top of the previous page. MD has the
ability to email documents from the Letter Writer section. The key dependency for this to happen is that the
email account has to be installed on the pc or remote profile that MD is being run from. In other words, MD
doesn’t email the document itself, rather it passes it to your installed regular email program. You don’t see
this, but this is how it works.
So, if the above is in place, we set up our email details by going to File..Preferences..Advanced under
the menu in Letter Writer. It’s a task for your IT guys, but essentially they have to fill out the settings along
the lines of what is depicted below.
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MD

Emailing from MD continued...
Once you are set up, you can email any document created in Letter writer, by clicking on the icon to
the left of the MDExchange icon as depicted below.

I suggest this as a possibility for sending documents to the patient. Whilst there are browse buttons
that let you select email addresses from your address book, I would be looking to send documents to other
clinicians using an appropriate secure communication method. See the BP article for a more colourful
expression of this. Having said that, if you have imported the I-Med template and have their email address in
your address book, you may want to use this method, in the current climate at least. Whilst I-Med run
Healthlink, their clinical software cannot receive this type of document
Click the Email Patient button to drop in the patient’s recorded email address, otherwise you will
need to type it in. After that it’s simply a matter of clicking OK. The sending of the email will be automatically
recorded in the consultation notes. This is pretty much the full extent of MD’s email capacity.

Templates

The following templates were made available this month through my website:
 NDSS 6 Month Glucose Strips (Updated)
 Zostavax Shingles screening

PenCat

April and May saw some updates to the PenCat program, including:
 Covid-19 Telehealth\Telephone items now included in separate MBS Items graph


Covid-19 Care Plan\Health Assessment equivalent numbers now included in MBS Count graph,
MBS Eligibility graph and the MBS Attendance filter

 Covid-19 added to the Conditions Filter (also in pathology reporting)

 Immunisation schedule for children updated to meet national standards.
 Added Fluad Quad and Vaxigrip Tetra to Influenza mapping.
 Risk Factors Filter for Transplant patients.
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